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Abstract 
In contrast to the commonly employed single delay lines, differential delay lines may alleviate 

the occurrence of aosstaIk and improve the signal integrity. This paper investigates the TDR and 
TDT for differential delay lines with serpentine and flat spiral layout design Signal wavefonns 
and eye diagrams offour basic routing schemes are obtained by the detailed HSPICE simulation It 
is found that the combination of differential signaling and flat spiral layout can exhibit the best 
delay line performance. 

1. Introduction 
As the cycle time of computer systems falls into the sub-nanosecond regime, the fraction of 

cycle time to accommodate the clock skew for synchronization of the clock signal among the logic 
gates has risen While several approaches have been proposed to minimize the clock skew, delay 
lines are usually employed in the critical nets of a printed circuit board, e.g., serpentine or flat 
spiral delay lines shown in Fig.1. However, the crosstalk induced by those closely packed 
transmission line sections may cause a drastic deterioration in the total time delay and even result 
in false switching oflogic gates, especially for sexpentine delay line [I], [Z]. 

With the advent of high-speed digital era, differential signaling becomes a common 
wiring approach because of its higher noise immunity and EM1 reduction This paper 
generalizes the study to differential delay lines in both serpentine and flat spiral patterns as 
shown in Fig.2. The TDFUTDT waveforms and TDT eye diagrams are simulated and 
presented to investigate the improvement in the signal integrity and noise margin 

2. Crosstalk Effect on TDWTDT Waveforms 
It is known that the near-end crosstalk between closely packed transmission lines in single 

serpentine delay line will accumulated in TDT waveform to result in laddering wave and 
deteriorate the time delay of signal [l]. The employment of flat spiral layout pattem has the ability 
to evenly spread the crosstalk noise in time and avoids the crosstalk penalty at the receiving end 
[2], but its far-end croutalk will accumulate at the sending end to cause an aggravated TDR 
waveform. The simulated waveforms in Fig.(a) reveals the effects of crosstalk penally, in which 
lossless transmission line is used in simulation 

In case of differential serpentine and pat spiral delay lines where the differential impedance is 
designed as l O O Q  Fig.3@) shows the simulated TDR and TDT waveforms. It is found that 
crosstalk induced noise is greatly reduced due to the cancellation from positive and negative 
voltages in differential signaling 

Quantitatively, the magnitude of nearend and far-end crosstalk can be formulated BS [3] 

For differential pairs, consider the four-conductor system (#I, #2, #3, #4) shown in Fig.Z(c). Let 
the capacitance matrix be 

Consider conductors #1 and #2 are driven a differential signaling with V, = -V, , Q2 = 3, , 
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while conductors #3 and #4 are the victim lines. By a simple calculation, the self capacitance of 
the differential signal pair is (C,, + C, -C12 - C,,) / 2 while the mutual capacitance between 
differential signal pair and conductor #3 is C,, - C, and conductor #4 is C,, - C, . Similarly, 
the self inductance of the differential signal pair is (hl + L, - A2 - L21) / 2 ,  while the mutual 
inductance is hl - b2 to conductor #3 and L4, - L42 to conductor #4. Inserting the self and 
mutual capacitance and inductance into (I), the amount of crosstalk noise can be calculated and 
shown in Fig.3@). 

Owing to the capability in crosstalk reduction by differential signaling, there is almost no 
difference in time delay of signal between both differential delay lines. Nevertheless, the 
magnitude of crosstalk noise still innuences the noise margin and will be discussed in next section. 

3. Comparison of TDT Eye Diagrams 
In the simulation for eye diagrams, the pseudo random incident signal is specified with rise 

time 50ps, bit period 500ps (2Gbps), and voltage swing &lV. Figure 4 shows the simulated 
results for both of the differential delay lines shown in F i g 2  It is apparent that the eye of Fig.4(a) 
is better than that of Fig.4(b) due to the spreading effects of crosstalk noise in flat spiral delay line. 

When the couductor and substrate loss is taken into consideration, Fig.5 shows the simulated 
eye diagram. All eye diagrams are similar to those of lossless cases. It reveals that lossy effect of 
f”iss ion line is not a key factor in affecting these eye diagrams. 

Figure 6 investigates the influence of the number of transmission line sections, which affects 
the accumulation of crosstalk, and the spacing between the sections, which affects the coupling 
strength. The number of sections is changed fiom seven to five in Fig.6(a) and the spacing fiom 
s=0.8mm to 1.6” in Fig.6@). From the figure, it can be seen that eye diagrams are better ifthe 
number of sections or the spacing between the sections is smaller. 

In addition, the bit period of signal plays an important role. Figure 7 shows the simulated eye 
diagrams with fixed rise time but Merent bit period as a parameter. It can be seen that the smaller 
the bit period, the worse the eye diagrams. 

4. Conclusions 
In single serpentine delay line,>the magnitude of the laddering wave may grow up to a 

significant level before the arrival of the main signal. Using single flat spiral delay line can greatly 
alleviate this crosstalk penalty in TDT, but with the deteriorated TDR waveform as a tradeoE This 
paper extends the analysis to differential signals and finds that the crosstalk induced noise can be 
greatly reduced in both TDR and TDT waveforms. The combmation of flat spiral routing and 
differential signaling can improve the signal integrity furthermore. In addition, the number of 
sections, the spacing between two sections, and the bit period of signal are major parameters in 
determining the signal integrity and should be carefully considered in the design of delay line. 
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Fig.1 Single delay lies: (a) serpentine, @) flat spiral, and (c) cross-sectional view 
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Fig.2 Differential delay lines: (a) serpentine, @)flat spiral, and (c) cross-sectional view 
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Fig3 Simulated TDR and TDT waveforms of (a) single and @) differential delay lines 

(a) @) 
Fig4 TDT Eye diagram of differential delay lines (lossless): (a) serpentine and (b) flat spiral 

(a) @) 
Fig.5 TDT Eye diagram of differential delay lines (lossy): (a) serpentine and @) flat spiral 
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(a) five sections (left: serpentine, right: flat spiral) 

(b) S=1.6mm (lek serpentine, right: flat spiral) 
Fig6 TDT Eye diagram with some structure parameters in Fig.2 changed 

(a) bit period=lOOOps (lek serpentine, right: flat spiral) 

- - f l 

(b) bit period=50Ops (lek serpentine, right: flat spiral) 

(c) bit period=250ps (lek serpentine, right: flat spiral) 
Fig7 TDT Eye diagrams with rise time fixed at Sops and different bit paiod as a parameter. 
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